BITE-BUILDER
ORTHO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Opens deep bites with immediate results. It bonds lingually to upper anteriors and eliminates occlusal interference. Comfortable for the patient and reduces bond failure on lower brackets.

10/Pkg.
0905090 0.8 mm x 4.0 mm
0905091 0.8 mm x 6.0 mm

ACCESSORIES
BLUE SAFETY SWIVEL KEY
SHILLIDAY
The Shilliday blue safety key is used by the parent or patient for actual expander adjustment. The safety handle allows for easy access to the expander without the risk of dropping the key down a patient’s throat or activating the patient’s gag reflex. The long plastic handle extends well outside the mouth for better control, and the wire portion swivels for easy insertion.

Expansion Screw Key
071120 [611-120-3]

ERUPTION APPLIANCE
ERUPTION APPLIANCE
ORTHO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Facilitates the eruption of impacted teeth. Bondable to cuspids impacted palatally or labially. The 1” traction chain swings freely within the eyelet. The small .016” diameter and large .022” chain links can be cut easily to achieve the desired length. The traction chain can be tied to the archwire with elastic thread or tubing to provide traction in the desired direction.

Use with .020”, .025”, and .030” Solid Elastic Thread
5/Pkg.
0903360 Round Base/Small Chain
0903362 Rectangle Base/Small Chain

FIXED APPLIANCES
BITE OPENERS
BITE-BUILDER
ORTHO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Opens deep bites with immediate results. It bonds lingually to upper anteriors and eliminates occlusal interference. Comfortable for the patient and reduces bond failure on lower brackets.

10/Pkg.
0908168

GÜRAY BITE RAISERS
ORTHO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Simply shape and mold the Güray Bite Raiser for a custom fit, insert and ligate the proximal wings into the headgear tube and ligate the “T” Spur onto the lingual cleat. Güray Bite Raisers, unlike Bite Turbos and Bite Builders, can be easily disconnected at the lingual cleat to check the occlusion. Simply resecure if additional treatment time is needed with no debonding concerns, saving the clinician both time and money.

Size selection is determined by millimeter

Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362
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